[Assessment of psychiatric emergencies by physicians in the pre-hospital emergency medical system. A re-evaluation after 7 years].
In the German emergency medical system (EMS) psychiatric emergency situations (PES) are now responsible for up to 15% of all calls for the emergency physician (EP). A survey which was first conducted in 1996 to reveal knowledge about PES, reported a significant need for training. Seven years later it is interesting to investigate whether different conditions in the EMS may have changed assessments and attitudes. The questionnaire of 1996 was modified to enable a comparison of PES and other frequent emergency situations with respect to the estimated number and the subjective stress. Open and multiple-choice questions or visual analogue scales were used to obtain the following data: demographic data, frequency of and stress by PES and other medical emergencies, own knowledge, and interest about training programs. Of the EPs 274 responded (male/female: 74/26%, mean age: 38 years, mean experience as an EP 6 years, anaesthesiologists 69%). The frequency of PES was estimated at 5% and 44% of EPs thought that there had been an increase in recent years. Personal knowledge was judged to be good by only 24%. The interest in training programs even increased slightly compared to the first survey; of particular interest was training in drug abuse disorders. Subsequent to internal, neurological and surgical emergencies, PES are considered to rank fourth in frequency, however the strain imposed by PES is significantly higher than for these other emergency situations. The results indicate an increase of relevance of PES in the German EMS, however, assessments made by the EP only changed marginally over the time period. The subjective awareness of the frequency of PES underestimates the reality in emergency medicine. The importance of training programs remains high to improve knowledge and to reduce feelings of incapability.